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Following her recent DRT Indie 100 Hit Single “I Keep Holding On”, Regina Madre releases the heart and soulful

single “Destiny”; the powerful story about her journey through life, inspired by a premonition that would

ultimately lead her to the place she is today.

Regina, who continues to keep her true identity a secret, was recently featured as Soul Tracks’ artist–to-watch.

Her classy and unique ‘queenly’ style has caught the attention of other R&B and Soul Media outlets like

Fusicology, Heart & Soul Radio, and Digital Radio Tracker.

In her latest single, Grammy Super Producer Carvin Haggins creates a timeless R&B track that Regina starts by

singing “Fell down a mountain…”, referencing the premonition she had about her first child. Then the she pulls

listeners along for the rest of the journey, where she shares her experience of dreaming about life goals that

never came to be; but to her surprise and joy, she ended up in a far more perfect place than the one she had

imagined. In her recent interview with the Tag Experience Agency, Regina shares: “Destiny is about the life you

think you want and the life you end up with. It’s about how your inner spirit knows you, and your true destiny lies

within that internal GPS that guides you. Follow it. Trust it, even when it conflicts with what you think you what.”

Visit ReginaMadreMusic.com
Press Contact:  ReginaMadreMusic@gmail.com

Feat ured on Available on your favorit e playlis t

https://www.instagram.com/reginamadremusic/
https://www.facebook.com/reginamadremusic/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRzTe_2FvZU
http://www.reginamadremusic.com/
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Following her recent DRT Indie 100 Hit Single “I Keep Holding

On”, Regina Madre releases the heart and soulful single

“Destiny”; the powerful story about her journey through life,

inspired by a premonition that would ultimately lead her to the

place she is today.

Regina, who continues to keep her true identity a secret, was

recently featured as Soul Tracks’ artist–to-watch. Her classy and

unique ‘queenly’ style has caught the attention of other R&B and

Soul Media outlets like Fusicology, Heart & Soul Radio, and

Digital Radio Tracker.

In her latest single, Grammy Super Producer Carvin Haggins

creates a timeless R&B track that Regina starts by singing “Fell

down a mountain…”, referencing the premonition she had about

her first child. Then the she pulls listeners along for the rest of

the journey, where she shares her experience of dreaming about

life goals that never came to be; but to her surprise and joy, she

ended up in a far more perfect place than the one she had

imagined. In her recent interview with the Tag Experience

Agency, Regina shares: “Destiny is about the life you think you

want and the life you end up with. It’s about how your inner spirit

knows you, and your true destiny lies within that internal GPS

that guides you. Follow it. Trust it, even when it conflicts with

what you think you what.”
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